GSA. SDV. SBA. 8(a). Contracts

Products
- High-Density Mobile Storage
- High-Density Mobile Pallet Racks
- Weapons Racks
- Rotary Filing & Storage Cabinets
- Mailroom Sorting Furniture
- Modular Casework

U.S. Small Business Administration

Military Applications
- Equipment Storage
- Warehouse
- Tool Rooms
- Maintenance
- Parts Departments
- Weapons
- Climate Controlled Areas
- Filing Areas
- Breakroom
- Mailrooms
- Information Centers

Service
- Preventative Maintenance
- Space Efficiency Audits
- Installations & Relocations

GSA Contracts
- GS-28F-0034T
- GS-25F-0046S
- Alaska Native SDB 8(a) contracting vehicles available

For more information go to
www.southwestsolutions.com/military

Contact us today for a complimentary analysis on how you can save your organization time and money.
1-800-803-1083
info@southwestsolutions.com
www.southwestsolutions.com/military

High-Density Mobile Shelving
Reduce floor space by eliminating wasted unused aisle space. Free up floor space for more important operations, or double your storage capacity in the same footprint.

Rotary Cabinets
This space saving multi-media cabinet rotates to allow double depth storage. Great for top and end tab files and mixed media. Cabinet is lockable.

Weapons Racks & Optics Storage
Versatile enough to store various combinations of rifles, sidearms, & optics. The weapons racks are easily adaptable to the changing needs of the military.

Electronic Lateral Storage
Reclaim up to 60% of your floor space while increasing productivity up to 56%. This ADA compliant system can store & secure files, binders, parts & supplies.

High-Density Mobile Pallet Racks
Stationary aisles take up as much as 60% of warehouse floor space. Convert that wasted space into more pallet positions without sacrificing access.

Mailroom Furniture
This flexible sorting furniture is perfect for processing mail & other documentation. A wide variety of sorters & consoles to meet your changing needs.
Secure Specialty Storage
Specially large compartment locker storage on high-density shelving allows you to substantially reduce your floor space while increasing security of stored items.

Modular Organization Casework
Organize your copy center and information center with modular casework. Unlike built-in casework, modular casework is sensitive to the environment because it is reusable and reconfigurable with adjustable shelves.

Mobility Bag Storage
With Spacesaver, mobility is in the bag. Organize and store mobility bags and essential gear efficiently in one convenient, central area. Our mobility solutions provide quick and easy access with a high level of security.

High-Density Mobile Shelving Concept
This space saving storage system can store anything from files to pallets! In most situations your storage space can be cut in half, and compared to traditional file cabinets your space could be cut to a third.

Modular Casework
Flexible cabinetry allows you to create storage for any room. All components are interchangeable to change as your requirements change. Modular casework is a Green/LEED certifiable solution for your facility.

Southwest Solutions Group
business organization systems

Call today for a complimentary space and efficiency analysis!
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www.southwestsolutions.com/military